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Menolly has returned home and entered the Harper Hall. But her entry into the Hall proves the
beginning of more troubles, and the Master Harper gives her a difficult time because she is a
girl. As Menolly begins to despair, she finds help in the shape of nine bright allies.

About the AuthorRoald Dahl was a spy, ace fighter-pilot, chocolate historian and medical
inventor. He was also the author of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, Matilda, The BFG and
many more brilliant stories. He remains the World’s No.1 storyteller. Find out more at
roalddahl.com.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.The Witching
Hour Sophie couldn't sleep. A brilliant moonbeam was slanting through a gap in the curtains. It
was shining right on to her pillow. The other children in the dormitory had been asleep for
hours. Sophie closed her eyes and lay quite still. She tried very hard to doze off. It was no good.
The moonbeam was like a silver blade slicing through the room onto her face. The house was
absolutely silent. No voices came up from downstairs. There were no footsteps on the floor
above either. The window behind the curtain was wide open, but nobody was walking on the
pavement outside. No cars went by on the street. Not the tiniest sound could be heard anywhere.
Sophie had never known such a silence. Perhaps, she told herself, this was what they called the
witching hour. The witching hour, somebody had once whispered to her, was a special moment
in the middle of the night when every child and every grown-up was in a deep deep sleep, and
all the dark things came out from hiding and had the world to themselves. *** The moonbeam
was brighter than ever on Sophie's pillow. She decided to get out of bed and close the gap in the
curtains. You got punished if you were caught out of bed after lights-out. Even if you said you had
to go to the lavatory, that was not accepted as an excuse and they punished you just the same.
But there was no one about now, Sophie was sure of that. She reached out for her glasses that
lay on the chair beside her bed. They had steel rims and very thick lenses, and she could hardly
see a thing without them. She put them on, then she slipped out of bed and tiptoed over to the
window. When she reached the curtains, Sophie hesitated. She longed to duck underneath them
and lean out of the window to see what the world looked like now that the witching hour was at
hand. She listened again. Everywhere it was deathly still. The longing to look out became so
strong she couldn't resist it. Quickly, she ducked under the curtains and leaned out of the
window. In the silvery moonlight, the village street she knew so well seemed completely
different. The houses looked bent and crooked, like houses in a fairy tale. Everything was pale
and ghostly and milky-white. Across the road, she could see Mrs Rance's shop, where you
bought buttons and wool and bits of elastic. It didn't look real. There was something dim and
misty about that too. Sophie allowed her eye to travel further and further down the
street. Suddenly she froze. There was something coming up the street on the opposite side. It



was something black . . . Something tall and black . . . Something very tall and very black and
very thin. Who?It wasn't a human. It couldn't be. It was four times as tall as the tallest human. It
was so tall its head was higher than the upstairs windows of the houses. Sophie opened her
mouth to scream, but no sound came out. Her throat, like her whole body, was frozen with
fright. This was the witching hour all right. The tall black figure was coming her way. It was
keeping very close to the houses across the street, hiding in the shadowy places where there
was no moonlight. On and on it came, nearer and nearer. But it was moving in spurts. It would
stop, then it would move on, then it would stop again. But what on earth was it doing? Ah-ha!
Sophie could see now what it was up to. It was stopping in front of each house. It would stop and
peer into the upstairs window of each house in the street. It actually had to bend down to peer
into the upstairs windows. That's how tall it was. It would stop and peer in. Then it would slide on
to the next house and stop again, and peer in, and so on all along the street. It was much closer
now and Sophie could see it more clearly. Looking at it carefully, she decided it had to be some
kind of PERSON. Obviously it was not a human. But it was definitely a PERSON. A GIANT
PERSON, perhaps. Sophie stared hard across the misty moonlit street. The Giant (if that was
what he was) was wearing a long BLACK CLOAK. In one hand he was holding what looked like a
VERY LONG, THIN TRUMPET. In the other hand, he held a LARGE SUITCASE. The Giant had
stopped now right in front of Mr and Mrs Goochey's house. The Goocheys had a greengrocer's
shop in the middle of the High Street, and the family lived above the shop. The two Goochey
children slept in the upstairs front room, Sophie knew that. The Giant was peering through the
window into the room where Michael and Jane Goochey were sleeping. From across the street,
Sophie watched and held her breath. *** She saw the Giant step back a pace and put the
suitcase down on the pavement. He bent over and opened the suitcase. He took something out
of it. It looked like a glass jar, one of those square ones with a screw top. He unscrewed the top
of the jar and poured what was in it into the end of the long trumpet thing. Sophie watched,
trembling. She saw the Giant straighten up again and she saw him poke the trumpet in through
the open upstairs window of the room where the Coochey children were sleeping. She saw the
Giant take a deep breath and whoof, he blew through the trumpet. No noise came out, but it was
obvious to Sophie that whatever had been in the jar had now been blown through the trumpet
into the Coochey children's bedroom. What could it be? As the Giant withdrew the trumpet from
the window and bent down to pick up the suitcase, he happened to turn his head and glance
across the street. In the moonlight, Sophie caught a glimpse of an enormous long pale wrinkly
face with huge ears. The nose was as sharp as a knife, and above the nose there were two
bright flashing eyes, and the eyes were staring straight at Sophie. There was a fierce and
devilish look about them. Sophie gave a yelp and pulled back from the window. She flew across
the dormitory and jumped into her bed and hid under the blanket. And there she crouched, still
as a mouse, and tingling all over. The Snatch Under the blanket, Sophie waited. After a minute or
so, she lifted a corner of the blanket and peeped out. For the second time that night her blood
froze to ice and she wanted to scream, but no sound came out. There at the window, with the



curtains pushed aside, was the enormous long pale wrinkly face of the Giant Person, staring in.
The flashing black eyes were fixed on Sophie's bed. The next moment, a huge hand with pale
fingers came snaking in through the window. This was followed by an arm, an arm as thick as a
tree-trunk, and the arm, the hand, the fingers were reaching out across the room towards
Sophie's bed. This time Sophie really did scream, but only for a second because very quickly
the huge hand clamped down over her blanket and the scream was smothered by the
bedclothes. Sophie, crouching underneath the blanket, felt strong fingers grasping hold of her,
and then she was lifted up from her bed, blanket and all, and whisked out of the window. *** If
you can think of anything more terrifying than that happening to you in the middle of the night,
then let's hear about it. The awful thing was that Sophie knew exactly what was going on
although she couldn't see it happening. She knew that a Monster (or Giant) with an enormous
long pale wrinkly face and dangerous eyes had plucked her from her bed in the middle of the
witching hour and was now carrying her out through the window smothered in a blanket. What
actually happened next was this. When the Giant had got Sophie outside, he arranged the
blanket so that he could grasp all the four corners of it at once in one of his huge hands, with
Sophie imprisoned inside. In the other hand he seized the suitcase and the long trumpet thing
and off he ran. *** Sophie, by squirming around inside the blanket, managed to push the top of
her head out through a little gap just below the Giant's hand. She stared around her. She saw the
village houses rushing by on both sides. The Giant was sprinting down the High Street. He was
running so fast his black cloak was streaming out behind him like the wings of a bird. Each stride
he took was as long as a tennis court. Out of the village he ran, and soon they were racing
across the moonlit fields. The hedges dividing the fields were no problem to the Giant. He simply
strode over them. A wide river appeared in his path. He crossed it in one flying stride. Sophie
crouched in the blanket, peering out. She was being bumped against the Giant's leg like a sack
of potatoes. Over the fields and hedges and rivers they went, and after a while a frightening
thought carne into Sophie's head. The Giant is running fast, she told herself, because he is
hungry and he wants to get home as quickly as possible, and then he'll have me for breakfast.
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Charlotte Knowlton, “Dragon singer is a must read. This book is a wonderful tale of a talented girl
who looses everything, only to find her heart's desire in the end. This is a good introduction to
McCaffery PERN.  The book moves well and it's nice to have a female heroine.”

Wendy Wood, “Drangon fantasy love this series.. Bought the book used was in excellent
condition a friend introduced me to Anne McCaffrey I got hooked good series for kids 12 to 16 I
got it for myself.”

Cheyenne Blue, “A happyhappy comfort book. Yay for the Kindle which allows me to download
(and keep) old favorites. McCaffrey's Dragonsong and Dragonsinger are in that group. While I
loved the Pern novels as a kid, for the most part now, I'm too irritated by what didn't really
register as a kid: the strong sexist tones that ran throughout. The early books in these series
were written in the 1970s and luckily we've moved on a lot since that time.The "Menolly" books
though, have always been my favorites. On the surface, I should loathe them: superhumanly
gifted teenage girl, who can play any instrument, sing like a bird, would make a dragonrider, a
hard worker, beloved by everyone, swift enough to be a hold runner, and a supremely talented
songwriter whose songs delight people at the first hearing. She's also passive in many ways,
incredibly modest and unsure of herself and her talents. She's taken to Harper Hall, where in the
space of a week, masterharpers seek her opinion, she instantly can play other instruments,
she's invited to play with an elite group of musicians, she conducts the whole choir, oh, and her
fire lizards can sing and no-one's taught them THAT before. Luckily, her looks aren't mentioned
much, and when they are it's fairly non-committal (lanky, too tall, wide shoulders and pretty hair).
Thank zod she isn't a stunning beauty with purple eyes and the long-lost lovechild of Lessa and
Flar. I think they are possibly the only two Mary-Sue cliches left unexplored.There's also the
whole class system on Pern: the drudges slave in the kitchen for no reward it seems, and just go
about serving klah to the elite and cleaning and cooking. Yet the Pern books are rife with "and
the peasants cheered" statements. I don't know about you, but if I were a drudge on Pern, I
wouldn't be cheering any supremely talented 15 year old, or Lord Holder, I'd be wondering why
there wasn't a little more equality in the world.Much too has been made by others far more
eloquent than me about the lack of opportunity for women on Pern: you can work in the kitchens,
tend the children, gut fish, cook, heal... Oh, what wonderful 1950s careers for women these are.
You might end up Weyrwoman, but even though your dragon is the supreme one, you are still
beholden (and forced to mate with) the rider of whichever dragon succeeds in flying yours. There
are passive ways of controlling this, but no real way of bucking the systemThat said, these books
hold my heart in a very real way. I must have read them a dozen times, most recently this
morning (thank you, Kindle). There's a charm to them, and Menolly for all her annoying gifts is
human and likeable enough, and her joy in her music is heartwarming and real. There's a lovely



comfort in the unconditional support she receives when she gets to harper hall, and her tentative
friendships. The outcast loner taken into the bosom of a new "family".Nothing much happens in
this book, it's a Day in the Life Of, but it's one of my Happy Books. I can take it out, reread and an
hour has gone by.So even though I should loathe this, I don't. I love it. Forever and ever amen.”

Linda Schmitz, “musical greatness. Love Menolly stories and the master Harper too. They
dovetail so completely together although this one needs dragon song before it”

Ebook Library Reader, “Dragon singer. As I have read this book before and any good book is
worth reading more than one time .. I would recommend it to anyone to read . All three books in
this series are AA great read !”

D. Miller, “Still Love It Forty Plus Years Later. Like the first book in this trilogy, I read this book over
40 years ago. I loved it then and love it now. Menolly is from a seahold and loves music; however,
her father forbade her to make up songs on her own and beat her when she did. In the previous
book, Menolly was present when a clutch of fire lizard eggs was hatching. Thread was falling (if
you don’t know what thread is, read some of Anne McCaffrey’s novels about Pern) and to keep
the fire lizards from going out of the mouth of the cave they were in, she fed them her spiderclaw
crabs. She managed to save and impress 9 of them.Menolly is now at the Harper Hall, where
she is encouraged to create songs to be shared with the people of Pern. This book is about her
first few weeks at the Harper Hall.Although this would be a book suitable for a teen or young
adult, I think it’s suitable for any age capable of comprehending it, adults included. And I dearly
love Ms. McCaffrey’s Pern novels, having read all of them! If you’ve never read any of them, what
are you waiting for?”

KaneoheKat, “Melany's long journey ends.. What a joy to read! Not only do we have a
continuation of Melany's experiences in the Harper Hall, but also a whole cast of unforgetable
characters. And, of course, those lovely,lively, talented fire lizards. Oh, how much I want one of
those precious little beauties. Another aspect of this book I found so interesting was the author's
knowledge of musical application, and yet,it was presented in a way most of us would thank her
for it; not in the least overbearing or tedious. To anyone, and I mean anyone who has not read
these books - do it now. You will Not regret it. I've read and re-read this series since its first
publication, and whenIdiscovered ebooks, I could not resist re-reading them again..I've also
gifted upteen copies to young friends (sometimes to encourage reading) and all, well 96% loved
them, andcontinuedreading this author's entire series of books! Woohoo!”

J. Sexton, “Excellent Science Fantasy for Young Adults (and Adults, Too). This is another reread
from long ago. I hoped it would be all I remember as that was pretty awesome. I was not
disappointed.Menolly is finally at Harper Craft Hall, where she belongs. While there is bullying,
the true adults (one "adult" is also a bullying snob) help Menolly when she is out of her depth. It



was fascinating to me to see the young musician bloom when in her element.Second in a series,
this can stand alone as long as the reader has some familiarity with McCaffrey's Pern, although it
is much better if one has read Dragonsong. While written for young adults, I thoroughly loved it. I
think adults with a love of music would also find it interesting. Anyone who loves science fantasy
will probably enjoy this book.”

F. M. Havicon, “Fine writing, a younger reader's story.. For "younger readers" as we say today, so
as not to exclude those young of mind. Story is a little twee and happy ever after, but the writing
is top notch, A. M. at her creative peak...so anything published subsequently is, rather sadly, of a
reduced writing quality. Never mind, she got five dragon books out while she was top of the
writers' pile, everything else is there to complete the collection (another 15 volumes I believe).”

epitome, “One of two books with Menolly (the singer/songwriter) as the focus, set in a fantasy
world. Anne McCaffrey is a really good storyteller, capturing the feelings of a teenager long
misunderstood by her family and peers, who just wants music in her life. She lives in a fantastic
world of dragons, and fire lizards, during a cycle of renewed attack by an alien lifeform, when
her songs will be needed to capture and explain events as they unfold. Suitable for children or
adults, in fact anyone who enjoys a good "fairy story". This is the second book about Menolly,
but part of the famous "Dragons of Pern" series in which she will be found in many others but to
a lesser degree.”

David, “Dragonsinger of Pern. Dragonsinger of Pern the on going story of Mellony, a young lass
with a passion for music and song, living within a hard working fishing community in a regressed
society where due to population demand and the arrival of thread has reasserted the old sexual
stereotypes, where women are expected to be the homemaker.In this story Mellony enters the
Harper hall after finally being discovered by the Master Harper of Pern in the Benden Weyr after
out running thread during an extended period of being on her own after running away when she
was isolated and discoraged from the music she loved. Mellony has to find new friends, learn
how to cope in an enviroment she is unused too, coming from a small fishing hold and after
being isolated.Written well and a grewat set of books for the fantasy reader that likes on going
sagas with a writer they like.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Brilliant Reading. Anne McCaffrey may no longer be with us, but she left
a huge legacy in the 'Dragon' books. This book introduces a new aspect of the Pern novels,
featuring, as it does, an unappreciated young girl, not allowed to do anything to do with music.
The girl is caught out by a fall of the infamous 'Thread'. The story then takes the reader through
the girls adventures and how her life and that of those who populated Pern, are changed for ever
as gradually she is able to make music just as she had always wanted to do.It's not the starting
point for the Dragon series, but is still a cracking good read and although I have the full set of



Dragon books, I am now buying them to put on my Kindle and enjoying them all over again.”

Myladyfaik, “A wonderful entrancing tale from start to finish.. I have read and reread this book so
many times, and still find something new. I love the way this author writes and have read all of
the Dragonriders of Pern books again and again.”

The book by Deborah Cadbury has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 2,871 people have provided
feedback.
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